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**PROJECT TITLE:** Mechanisms of immunosuppression in HIV/AIDS

**Professor:** Claire Chougnet, PhD  
**Department of Pediatrics, Division of Molecular Immunology**  
**Office Room and Building:** Building S5-431  
**Cincinnati, OH 45221-Mail Location 7021**  
**Tel:** (513) 636 8847  
**Fax:** (513) 636 5355  
**Email:** Claire.Chougnet@cchmc.org

**Project Description**

HIV remains one of the top infectious killers in the world at large, despite the development of active anti-retroviral therapy. My research activity aims at understanding how HIV infection affects some of the basic mechanisms of regulation of the immune system, leading to progressive immunosuppression and development of AIDS. In particular, we study the HIV-induced dysregulation of a CD4+ T cell subset, the regulatory T cells. Such knowledge is necessary to ameliorate the efficiency of therapeutic interventions, as well as obtain a better understanding of why attempts at designing a successful vaccine have failed so far.

The main projects developed in the laboratory use in vitro models of exposure of immune cells to HIV viruses, including non-infectious viruses that can interact with immune cells but failed at inducing productive infection, as well as ex vivo analysis of cells isolated from HIV-infected patients.